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Today:

• Brainstorm what information you need to answer each evaluation 
question

• Understand common uses of qualitative and quantitative data and 
the value of each

• Identify who has the best information to answer each evaluation 
question

• Choose the data sources.
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Evaluation questions drive the data collection 
method

Why do clients leave mid treatment?

How do clients perceive quality of services received?

How did the program help teachers plan, develop and implement a 
STEM-based art program?

Do clients’ skills increase upon receiving education?
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Collect & 
analyze 

data

Review 
data

Improve 
program

Data =
What you sense, feel, know
Attributes, observable or not
Admin records
Emails, letters, and journals
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Seeing

Noting

Adjusting



Quantitative and Qualitative Data Guidelines
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Use Quantitative Data if…

The answer to your evaluation question is 

yes/no, a score on an assessment or rubric? (yes or no, to 
what degree? how much?)
- You want to collect from everyone (or from a representative 

sample)

- Relatively easy to collect and analyze 

- You can only measure what you ask
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Use Qualitative Data if… 
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• The answer to your evaluation question requires an explanation 

(why?), process (how?) or experience (what)? Do you need examples 
and stories? 

- This is qualitative data

- You want to collect from respondents’ point of view

- Time consuming to analyze 

- Provides a picture of how things are happening and why. 



Quantitative and qualitative data work best 
together
• Quantitative outcomes make more sense when we understand the 

how and why that qualitative data provides

• Great qualitative outcomes get more traction with readers* when the 
quantitative data supports them

• You can use one to inform or elaborate the other

• Using both is a good long term strategy to evaluation

Tip: Ok to just use one if you are just getting started!

* Your staff, board, clients, and/or funding agencies
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Who can answer your evaluation questions?

Program participants

Staff

Board members

Partners 

Funders

Other organizations

Community members

School District

NM State Agencies (CYFD, courts, Workforce Solutions) 
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Begin organizing what you have so far!
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Evaluation question
What information do you need to 
answer the question? Who has this info?

Are parents gaining new skills 
and knowledge?

Assessment of skills Parents

Parent’s behavior with child Parents, staff

Is there an improved child-
parent bond?

Parent’s behavior with child, child’s 
reaction to parent.

Parents, staff, pre-K 
teachers
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You can collect data from:

Surveys: individual responses to written questions
• Choice among pre-determined answers

• Open-ended responses

Focus groups: participant interacts with others in conversations and 
other open-ended data collection activities

Interviews: one-on-one guided conversation

Letters, reflections, drawings: individual self-expression
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And also from… 

Administrative records
• Demographics Outputs: attendance, total time in program, completion

• Outcomes: housing, employment, graduation, college enrollment, progress on 
goals. 

Assessments and tests 
• Outcomes: skills, knowledge, behavior

Student portfolio
• Outputs: projects

• Outcomes: knowledge and skills
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What kind of information is it?

Data collection methods 
Quantitative  “n” Qualitative  “q”

Administrative records / client files ✓ ✓

Clinical assessments, tests already being used ✓

Elicit letters and drawings from participants ✓

Surveys ✓ ✓

Interviews & focus groups ✓
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Timing for data collection
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Beginning End of program 

Retrospective



Timing for data collection

Retrospective – Look back in time → after the fact.

Example: 

How would you rate your experience shopping with us? 

What advice would you give future Summer Institute participants?
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Retrospective - Qualitative

Evaluation question: How has the 
staff experienced rapid changes in 
their workplace?
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Retrospective:  Quantitative
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Timing for data collection
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Beginning End of program 

Pre-post 



Timing for data collection

Pre-post*: Asking questions before and after the program (sometimes 
during!)

* AKA longitudinal
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Enlace Comunitario Evaluation Report 

10 
 

Figure 3. Parental Stress Index Surveys Show Parents’ Stress Level 
Percentiles Declined Over Time in the Family Program 

 
Note: Data represent 120 survey responses for 30 unique participants. Data are from mid-2010’s 
to 2017. 

B. Pre- and Post-Program Assessment for Crianza con Cariño.  

The evaluation team analyzed the 39 matched pre- and post- assessments from 
the Crianza class, and the findings started a discussion around the questionnaire 
itself. After review, the Enlace staff realized that this instrument had been created 
prior to the revision of the curriculum and no longer captures the courses’ content 
and emphasis.  We thus relegated the analysis to the appendix. (See Appendix 
D.)  

C.  Post-program evaluation survey for Crianza con Cariño  

In the third instrument, the post-program evaluation for the parenting course 
Crianza con Cariño, the 31 total responses from the last 2 years show participants 
were overall very grateful and thankful for participating in the course in response 
to the open-ended questions that asked what the best part of the program was and 
if they would recommend the program to a friend or relative.  100% of respondents 
said “Yes” that they would recommend the program to a friend or relative.  

Additionally, questions 5, 6 and 7 were helpful to this evaluation. In question 5, 
participants rank on a scale from 1 to 5 (1= “Not at all” to 5= “Very Much”) whether 
“Before the Crianza program, you used a.) emotional or verbal punishment or b.) 
physical punishment like spanking.” 40% of respondents reported using emotional 
or verbal punishment and 43% of respondents reported using physical punishment 
before the Crianza program (between 3 and 5 on the scale).  
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From evaluation questions to 
data collection
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Brainstorm data collection options

Evaluation Question-
What do you want to 
know?

What information do I need?
Who has the 
information?

Options for data collection (e.g., Focus 
group, interview, survey, admin data, 
timing)

Are parents gaining 
new skills and 
knowledge?

Assessment of skills Parents

Survey on Parenting – Protective 
Factors Survey
Pre-post

Are parents using new 
skills in an effective 
way? 

Parent’s behavior with child
Parents
Staff

Retrospective question in survey, focus 
group or interview—ask for examples. 
Staff observations.
Before and after drawing.

Is there an improved 
child-parent bond?

Parent’s behavior with child, child’s 
reaction to parent.

Parents, 
staff,
teachers

Retrospective
Collect family drawings from child at
start and end of program
Teacher observations
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Planning data collection
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Data Collection Tool Who When & How

AAPI & Protective Factors Survey Case manager
Enrollment and discharge meeting, enter 
directly into data base

Focus groups (include before 
and after drawing)

Evaluation coordinator
Week 15 of 16-week program.  Provide $20 gift 
card?

Staff observations (forms and 
notes)

Home visitors
Comment on parent-child interaction, provide 
an example

Child drawing Children’s group Week 1 or 2 and again Week 15 or 16

Teacher observation Kindergarten teacher
Find or develop tool for child attachment.  But 
first, establish relationship with teachers. . .



Questions?
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Now you try!
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Evaluation Question- What 

do you want to know?

Write your question here. If

your question is still broad, 

fell free to split it by row.

What information do you need? 

Be very specific here! 

Who has the 

information?

Staff, clients, board, 

partners!

Options for data 

collection 

(e.g., Focus group, 

interview, survey, admin 

data)

Design:

Pre-post, one-time, 

retrospective
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Day 3: COLLECTING USEFUL DATA  Wednesday, July 26, 2023 

Start - End Topic Content  Facilitator Readings 

8:30 - 9:00 Breakfast 

9:00 - 9:30 

Qualitative and 
Quantitative Data 
and your Evaluation 
 
 

What information do you need 
to answer your evaluation 
questions, who has this 
information, and how can you 
collect it? 

The value of qualitative and 
quantitative information. 
Decision matrix for whether a 
survey is the right tool. 

Claudia 

EIO CH 6 - Selecting 
an Evaluation 
Design*   

CH 7 - Data 
Collection Methods 

CH 8 - Archival Data  

9:30 - 10:15 
Your Evaluation Plan 
(YEP #5) 

Data collection ideas   

10:15 - 10:25 BREAK    

10:25 - 11:10 
Learning 
Community #5 

Sharing data collection ideas Claudia  

11:10 - 12:00 
Do’s and Don’ts: 
Surveys, Focus 
Groups, Interviews 

Guidelines for creating a survey 
or focus group/interview. 

Claudia & 
Charla 

EIO CH 10 - Surveys 
& Questionnaires* 
CH 11 - Individual 
and Focus Groups 
Interviews*                                  

12:00 - 1:00 LUNCH 

1:00 - 1:45 
Your Evaluation Plan 
(YEP #6) 

Work on data collection tool   

1:45 - 2:30 
Learning 
Community #6 

Sharing data collection tool 
ideas 

Charla  

2:30 - 2:40 BREAK 

2:40 - 3:10 
Ideas for reporting 
data 

What do qualitative data look 
like analyzed? 
What do quantitative data look 
like analyzed?  

Claudia   

3:10 - 3:15 Exit Ticket   

3:15 - 3:25 BREAK 

3:25 - 5:00 
Your evaluation 
plan 

Work on your evaluation plan 
Charla & 
Audrey 

 

3:25 - 5:00 Data project 
For students taking the course 
for credit. 

Claudia   

 


